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Abstract
We study the symmetry of the one-loop effective action of bosonic string theory un-
der non-Abelian T-duality transformations. It is shown that the original Lagrangian
and its dual are proportional. This result implies that the corresponding reduced
low energy effective actions are equivalent and leads to a functional relation between
the Weyl anomaly coefficients of the original and dual two-dimensional non-linear
sigma models. Finally, we apply this formalism to some simple examples.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, duality and its different aspects are major tools in the study of string theory.
One of these, target space duality or T-duality connects seemingly different string back-
ground fields [1]. It relies on the presence of isometries in the metric, the antisymmetric
tensor and the dilaton field. The procedure to obtain the dual action corresponding to
a given non-linear sigma model is well known [2]. It consists in gauging these isometries
together with imposing, by means of a Lagrange multiplier, that the gauge field strength
vanishes. The elimination of the gauge fields leads to a non-linear sigma model having
the same global form as the original one but with different background fields. This means
that a string propagating in a spacetime endowed with a specific background metric, for
instance, presents the same dynamics when moving in another spacetime having a com-
pletely different geometry. The T-duality transformations are said to be Abelian [1] or
non-Abelian [3, 4] according to the nature of the Lie algebra formed by the generators
of the isometries. All of these considerations are, however, at the level of the classical
theory.
One of the important questions, therefore, is whether the duality transformations
remain symmetries of the quantum theory. A first step towards finding an answer to this
difficult problem resides in comparing the renormalization properties of the original sigma
model and its dual. One is led to considering the beta functions of the two theories. These
should be studied regardless of whether the sigma model backgrounds provide consistent
backgrounds in which the string can propagate (that is when the beta functions vanishes).
Most of the investigations in this subject deal with Abelian T-duality. A relation between
the beta functions of the original theory and their counterparts in the dual model has
been given in [5]. This relation has been reached by requiring that the duality procedure
commutes with the renormalization flow. In other words, one demands that
[
T , d
dµ
]
= 0,
where T is the operator implementing the duality transformations and µ is the scale of
the renormalization group. At the one-loop level, the relation between the beta functions
has been shown to hold for any sigma model possessing Abelian Killing vectors [5]. At
two loops [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] and three loops [11], the same relation holds, provided that
one modifies the duality transformations (used at the one-loop level) order by order in
perturbation theory.
On the other hand, the situation regarding non-Abelian duality transformations is
still far from being completely understood. It was shown in [12], using supersymmetric
arguments that, if the original non-linear sigma model (with non-Abelian isometries) is
conformally invariant at the one-loop level, then so is its non-Abelian dual. This proof
relies on the Curci-Paffuti [13] equations which relate different Weyl anomaly coefficients
(the β¯-functions). Therefore not all of the relations between the β¯-functions of the two
theories (the original and its dual) have been found in [12]. Other explicit examples, where
both the original backgrounds and their corresponding non-Abelian duals are consistent
string backgrounds, have also been treated in [14, 15, 16]. It is only recently that the
general relation, valid for both Abelian and non-Abelian T-duality, between the Weyl
anomaly coefficients of the original theory and those corresponding to its dual has been
given [17]. This relation is found through a path integral procedure and for any (not
necessarily conformally invariant) non-linear sigma model. The only requirement is that
the adjoint representation of the isometry Lie algebra is traceless [12, 14, 18, 19]. This
relation has been shown to hold at the one-loop level for some particular examples which
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are, in general, not conformally invariant [17, 20, 21].
The aim of this paper is to check the validity of the relation between the Weyl anomaly
coefficients for a general sigma model and its non-Abelian dual. Clearly, the case of the
Abelian T-duality is also included here (simply by setting the structure constants of the
isometry Lie algebra to zero). One of the nice properties of the Weyl anomaly coefficients
of a non-linear sigma model is that they can be seen as linear combinations of the equations
of motion coming from a target space action known as the string theory effective action
[22]. Our strategy is to examine the behaviour of this effective action under non-Abelian
T-duality. This allows us to find the precise relation between the β¯-functions of the original
theory and those of its non-Abelian dual. It turns out that this relation is precisely the
one found in [17] through the partition function of the sigma model. This result provides
another check on the intimate connection between the two-dimensional theory (where
the duality transformations are found) and the target space string effective action. It is
worth mentioning that the study of the string effective action under Abelian T-duality
has revealed a rich structure: the duality transformations found through the sigma model
are only a particular case of a family of symmetries that form an O (d, d, R) group [23].
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section we recall the procedure used
to obtain the dual sigma model and give the non-Abelian T-duality transformations. We
show that, by choosing a suitable reparametrization of the different backgrounds, a sim-
plified version of these transformations can be found. Furthermore, this reparametrization
is essential in carrying out the explicit computation of the different terms in the original
string effective action and in its dual. To get an idea of what kind of relationship one
might expect between the effective action and its dual, we start, in section 3, by suppos-
ing that the functional relation of [17] between the Weyl anomaly coefficients does indeed
hold. This implies that the Lagrangian of the dual string effective action must be pro-
portional to the Lagrangian of the original action. This proportionality is then checked
by a direct calculation of the dual Lagrangian, followed by a comparison with the initial
Lagrangian. In section 5 we show how the formalism works for two simple examples.
One of these is based on a Bianchi V type metric [24] and is known to be inequivalent
to its dual at the quantum level (the adjoint representation of the isometry Lie algebra
is not traceless). Nevertheless, the two reduced string effective actions (the original and
its dual) are equivalent up to an overall factor. Finally, in section 7, we present our main
conclusions and give possible developments of the present work. An appendix lists the
essential formulas of the paper, especially those used in the explicit calculations of section
4.
2 The duality transformations
In this section our main goal is to obtain the T-duality transformations of the background
fields. Let us consider a general non-linear sigma model of the form
S[x, y] =
∫
dσ+dσ−{∂+xµQµν(x)∂−xν + ∂+xµQµa(x)eai (y)∂−yi
+ eai (y)∂+y
iQaµ(x)∂−x
µ + eai (y)∂+y
iQab(x)e
b
j(y)∂−y
j (2.1)
− 1
4
R(2)ϕ(x)} .
2
The scalar field ϕ(x) is the dilaton and R(2) is the two dimentional curvature of the
worldsheet. As usual ∂± denotes differentiation with respect to σ
±. Here eai are vielbeins
defined by (g−1∂±g) = Tae
a
i ∂±y
i where the Ta are the generators of a Lie algebra G and g
is an element of the corresponding Lie group. They verify
∂ie
a
j − ∂jeai = −fabcebiecj, (2.2)
where fabc are the structure constants of G. The inverses of these vielbeins are denoted Eia
and satisfy Ema ∂mE
k
b − Emb ∂mEka = f cabEkc .
It is clear that the action (2.1) is invariant under the transformation g → ug where u
is a constant element of the Lie group. As it has been done in [3, 4, 14], the dual model
of the action (2.1) is found by gauging this isometry transformation. Introducing gauge
fields Aa+ and A
a
−
and choosing the gauge g = 1, yields the first order action
S1[x, λ, A] =
∫
dσ+dσ−{∂+xµQµν∂−xν + Aa+Qaµ∂−xµ
+ ∂+x
µQµaA
a
−
+ Aa+QabA
b
−
+ λc(∂+A
c
−
− ∂−Ac+ + f cabAa+Ab−)
− 1
4
R(2)ϕ} . (2.3)
The equations of motion of the Lagrange multiplier λc force the fields strength F
c
+− =
(∂+A
c
−
− ∂−Ac+ + f cabAa+Ab−) to vanish. The solution to these constraints is Aa± = eai ∂±yi.
Putting this solution into (2.3) yields the original action (2.1). On the other hand, inte-
grating over the gauge fields, instead, leads to the dual action
S˜[x, λ] =
∫
dσ+dσ−{∂+xµQµν∂−xν − (∂+xµQµa − ∂+λa)Nab(Qbν∂−xν + ∂−λb)
−1
4
R(2)ϕ˜} , (2.4)
where Nab is the inverse matrix of
Mab = Qab + λcf
c
ab . (2.5)
Notice that one can find a kind of inverse operation which permits one to recover S1[x, λ, A]
from the dual action S˜[x, λ]. This can be seen by considering the following action
S2[x, λ, C, χ] =
∫
dσ+dσ−{∂+xµQµν∂−xν − (∂+xµQµa − C+a)Nab(Qbν∂−xν + C−b)
−χa+(C−a − ∂−λa) + (C+a − ∂+λa)χa− −
1
4
R(2)ϕ} . (2.6)
The integration over the new Lagrange mutipliers χa
±
results in the dual action S˜[x, λ].
However, if one keeps χa
±
and integrates over C+a and C−a, then one arrives to the action
S1[x, λ, χ] where χ
a
±
play the role of the gauge fields Aa
±
. It is important to point out that
this inverse operation does not rely on the existence of any isometries. This suggests that
duality transformations are not necessarily related to the presence of isometries as is the
case in Poisson-Lie duality [25].
In order to compare the dual action with the original one, let us make the field redefi-
nition λa = y
iηia. For convenience, we have used the same symbol y
i to denote the original
field and its dual. We choose ηia to be invertible and symmetric with determinant equal
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to one. To obtain the duality transformations on the backgrounds, the original sigma
model is written as
S[x, λ] =
∫
dσ+dσ−{∂+zM (GMN +BMN)∂−zN − 1
4
R(2)ϕ} , (2.7)
where zN = (xµ, yi). The dual sigma model is of the same form and its dual background
fields are denoted G˜MN , B˜MN and ϕ˜. The duality transformations are then given by
G˜µν = Gµν − S¯abEiaEjb (GµiGνj − BµiBνj) + A¯abEiaEjb (GµiBνj − BµiGνj)
B˜µν = Bµν − A¯abEiaEjb (GµiGνj −BµiBνj) + S¯abEiaEjb (GµiBνj − BµiGνj)
G˜µi = −(GµkEka A¯ab +BµkEka S¯ab)ηbi
B˜µi = −(GµkEka S¯ab +BµkEka A¯ab)ηbi
G˜ij = ηiaS¯
abηbj
B˜ij = ηiaA¯
abηbj
ϕ˜ = ϕ− 1
2
ln (detMab) .
(2.8)
Here we have written Nab = S¯ab + A¯ab where S¯ab is symmetric and A¯ab is antisymmetric.
Notice that the transformation of the dilaton does not come from the classical procedure
described above. In fact it is a purely quantum effect. We refer to [1, 23, 26] for details
regarding the origin of this term. Independently we shall see that this dilaton shift is
indeed the one needed for the equality between the reduced string effective actions of the
original and the dual backgrounds.
For later use, let us write Qab = Sab(x) + vab(x) where Sab is symmetric and vab is
antisymmetric. This leads to the decomposition Mab = Sab + Aab where
Aab(x, y) = vab(x) + y
iηicf
c
ab . (2.9)
Using the decompositions of Nab and Mab together with the relation N
abMbc = δ
a
c , we
arrive at the crucial relations
SabS¯
bc + AabA¯
bc = δca
SabA¯
bc + AabS¯
bc = 0 . (2.10)
These will be used extensively in the following sections.
The T-duality transformations, as given in (2.8), are quite complicated, especially
for Gµν and Bµν . It is therefore convenient to look for a suitable decomposition of the
backgrounds, in which the duality transformations are simpler. As in the Abelian case
[5, 8], we choose a decomposition a` la Kaluza-Klein. A reparametrization of the metric,
consistent with the original sigma model, is given by
GMN =
(
gµν(x) + hijV
i
µV
j
ν V
i
µhij
V iµhij hij
)
(2.11)
with
hij(x, y) = e
a
i (y)Sab(x)e
b
j(y) , V
i
µ(x, y) = E
i
a(y)X
a
µ(x) . (2.12)
Similarly, the antisymmetric tensor is decomposed as
BMN =
(
bµν(x)− 12(V kµ bνk − V kν bµk) bµi
−bµi bij
)
(2.13)
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where
bij(x, y) = e
a
i (y)vab(x)e
b
j(y) , bµi(x, y) = e
a
i (y)Wµa(x) . (2.14)
In this decomposition the dual backgrounds are also of the form
G˜MN =
(
g˜µν + h˜ijV˜
i
µV˜
j
ν V˜
i
µh˜ij
V˜ iµh˜ij h˜ij
)
B˜MN =
(
b˜µν − 12(V˜ kµ b˜νk − V˜ kν b˜µk) b˜µi
−b˜µi b˜ij
)
. (2.15)
The transformations (2.8) become
g˜µν = gµν
b˜µν = bµν
V˜ iµ = (V
l
µe
a
lAab − bµlElb)ηbi
b˜µi = −(V lµeal SabS¯bc + bµlElbA¯bc)ηci
h˜ij = ηiaS¯
abηbj
b˜ij = ηiaA¯
abηbj
ϕ˜ = ϕ− 1
2
ln (detMab) . (2.16)
In this manner, gµν and bµν are invariants and the duality transformations act only on
V iµ, bµi, hij , bij and the dilaton ϕ. As it is well known, the Kaluza-Klein parametrization
has other important advantages. Firstly, it enables one to calculate the inverse metric
straightforwardly and, consequently, the scalar curvature. In our case, the inverse of GMN
is
GMN =
(
gµν −V µi
−V µi hij + V iµV µj
)
(2.17)
where Greek indices are raised and lowered with the metric gµν and h
ij is the inverse of
hij . Secondly, the determinant of the metric GMN , is simply given by
detGMN = det gµν det hij . (2.18)
These last two properties will be useful in the next sections.
3 Weyl anomaly coefficients and string effective ac-
tion
We will deal in what follows with the low energy effective action of string theory at one-
loop. We will examine its behaviour under non-Abelian T-duality transformations. This
effective action is given by
Γ(1)[G,B, ϕ] =
∫
dDz
√
G exp(−2ϕ){R(G) + 4∂Mϕ∂Nϕ− 1
12
HMNPH
MNP + Λ} . (3.1)
In this expression, R is the scalar curvature of the metric GMN and HMNP , defined by
HMNP = ∂MBNP + ∂NBPM + ∂PBMN , is the torsion of the antisymmetric field BMN .
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We have also chosen to include a cosmological constant Λ which should be set to zero for
critical strings. For this task, it is more convenient to use the Kaluza-Klein decomposition
of the previous section. The coordinates are split as zM = (xµ, yi) where M = 1, ..., D,
µ = 1, ..., d and i = d+ 1, ..., D.
Before getting into the details of the calculations, we will list some useful relations.
Using equations (2.10) we can show, in matrix notation, that
MS¯ = SN t (3.2)
where N t stands for the transpose of the matrix Nab. As a direct consequence we have
detM =
√
detS
det S¯
. (3.3)
The Kaluza-Klein form of the metric GMN leads to
detGMN = (det e
c
i)
2 det gµν detSab . (3.4)
Similarly, the determinant of the dual metric G˜MN is given by
det G˜MN = det gµν det S¯ab (3.5)
due to the fact that we have chosen det ηia = 1. These last three equations combined with
the definition of the dual dilaton result in√
det G˜ exp(−2ϕ˜) = 1
det e
√
detG exp(−2ϕ) . (3.6)
Note that the two sides of this equation are both independant of the coordinate yi. This
last expression confirms the good choice for the dilaton transformation, as it implies
proportionality between the integration measures.
Furthermore, the effective action Γ[G,B, ϕ] =
∫
dDz
√
G exp(−2ϕ)L can be expressed,
up to an integration by parts, as
L[G,B, ϕ] = R(G)− 1
12
HMNPH
MNP − 4∂Mϕ∂Mϕ+ 4∇M∂Mϕ+ Λ
= GMN β¯GMN − 4β¯ϕ , (3.7)
where the Weyl anomaly coefficients of the sigma model (2.7) are given by
β¯GMN = RMN + 2∇M∂Nϕ−
1
4
HMPQH
PQ
N
β¯BMN = −
1
2
∇PHMNP +HMNP∂Pϕ
β¯ϕ = −1
2
∇2ϕ+ ∂Pϕ∂Pϕ− 1
24
HMNPH
MNP − Λ
4
. (3.8)
Let us turn now to a crucial relationship between the Weyl anomaly coefficients
(β¯G, β¯B, β¯ϕ) of the original sigma model and the Weyl anomaly coefficients (β¯G˜, β¯B˜, β¯ϕ˜)
of its corresponding dual. At the one-loop level and for Abelian T-duality, these rela-
tions have been given in [5, 7]. The non-Abelian counterparts of these relations have
been found in [17]. These relations have been derived using path integral arguments with
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the restriction faab = 0 on the structure constants of the isometry Lie algebra [12, 18].
In order to express these relations in a compact form, we will use the generic notation
ωA = (GMN , BMN , ϕ) with ω1 = GMN , . . .. Similarly the dual backgrounds are denoted
ω˜A = (G˜MN , B˜MN , ϕ˜). In this notation we have
β¯ω˜A =
δω˜A
δωB
β¯ωB (3.9)
These relations have been shown to hold for a few simple sigma models. However, no
proof is known for a general sigma model. The aim of this paper is to show the validity
of equations (3.9) for a sigma model of the type considered in the previous section. For
this, we will use the string effective action.
As a starting point, let us suppose that equations (3.9) hold and let us see what the
consequences are for the effective actions Γ[ω] and Γ˜[ω˜]. With the help of (3.6) we have
G˜MN β¯G˜MN − 4β¯ϕ˜ = {G˜MN
δG˜MN
δωA
β¯ωA − 4 δϕ˜
δωA
}
= 2β¯ωA
δ
δωA
ln(
√
det G˜ exp(−2ϕ˜))
= β¯ωA
δ
δωA
{ln(detG)− 2ϕ− ln(det e)}
= GMN β¯GMN − 4β¯ϕ (3.10)
where we have used δe
δω
= 0. Thus we have
Γ[ω] =
∫
ddxdny det(e) det(g) det(S) exp(−2ϕ)L[ω]
Γ[ω˜] =
∫
ddxdny det(g) det(S) exp(−2ϕ)L[ω] (3.11)
where d + n = D. Therefore, the reduced effective actions (the original and its dual)
would be proportional if one were able to perform the integration over the coordinates yi.
This demands that L[ω] does not depend on yi. It turns out that this is indeed the case
as explained in what follows.
From the form of the metric of the previous section it can be shown, after straightfor-
ward but tedious calculations, that
R(G) = R(g)− 1
4
SabX
a
µνX
bµν − 1
4
SabDµSabS
cdDµScd +
3
4
SabDµSbcS
cdDµSda
−SabDµDµSab − 1
4
facef
b
dfSabS
cdSef − 1
2
facbf
b
daS
cd − facaf bdbScd (3.12)
where
Xaµν ≡ ∂µXaν − ∂νXaµ + fabcXbµXcν (3.13)
and Dµ is the gauge covariant derivative defined by
DµSab = ∂µSab − f cdaXdµScb − f cdbXdµSca . (3.14)
The expression (3.12) shows that R(G) is a function of gµν(x), Sab(x) and X
a
µν(x). Hence
it is independent of yi.
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Similarly, using the decomposition of GMN in (2.11), it can be shown that
H2 = HMNPH
MNP = (hµνρh
µνρ) + 3(hµνih
µνi) + 3(hµijh
µij) + (hijkh
ijk) (3.15)
where we raise Greek indices with gµν and Latin indices with hij(x, y) = Eia(y)S
ab(x)Ejb (y)
with Sab the inverse of Sab. Here the components of hMNP are defined by
hijk = Hijk
hµij = Hµij − V kµHkij
hµνi = Hµνi − {V kµHkνi − (µ↔ ν)}+ V kµ V lνHkli
hµνρ = Hµνρ − {V kµHkνρ + c.p.}+ {V kµ V lνHklρ + c.p.} − V kµ V lνV mρ Hklm (3.16)
where c.p. stands for cyclic permutations. Using the decomposition (2.13) of the anti-
symmetric tensor BMN , one finds that
hijk = e
a
i e
b
je
c
k{vadf dbc + c.p.}
hµij = e
a
i e
b
j{∂µvab +Wµdf dab −Xcµ(vadf dbc + c.p.)}
hµνi = e
a
i {[∂µWνa −Xbµ(∂νvab +Wνdf dab)− (µ↔ ν)] +XbµXcν(vbdf dca + c.p.)}
hµνρ = ∂µ(bνρ − 1
2
XaνWρa +
1
2
XaρWνa)−Xaµ(∂νWρa − ∂ρWνa)
+ XaµX
b
ν(∂ρvab +Wρdf
d
ab)−XaµXbνXcρ(vadf dbc) + c.p. (3.17)
We see that when performing the different contractions in (3.15), the vielbeins eai (y) sim-
plify with their inverses Eia(y) coming from h
ij . Hence, the dependence on yi disappears
from H2.
Finally, the dilaton contribution is given by
4(∇M∂Mϕ−∂Mϕ∂Mϕ) = 4gµν
[
∇µ∂νϕ− ∂µϕ∂νϕ+ ∂µϕ
(
1
2
Sab∂νSab +X
b
νf
a
ba
)]
. (3.18)
This expression is explicitly independent of yi. We conclude therefore that L[ω] =
GMN β¯GMN − 4β¯ϕ is independant of yi.
4 Invariance of the string effective action
In this section, we will prove the relation (3.9) between the Weyl anomaly coefficients of
the original sigma model and those of its dual. Our strategy consists in obtaining this
relation from the invariance of the string effective action under non-Abelian T-duality
transformations. We begin our study from the relationship between the Weyl anomaly
coefficients and the string effective action. As it is well known, these are related by
β¯ωA =MAB[ω]
δS[ω]
δωB
(4.1)
where the matrix M takes the form
MAB[ω] = − 1√
G exp(−2ϕ)


1
2
(GMPGNQ +GMQGNP ) 0
1
4
GPQ
0 1
2
(GMPGNQ −GMQGNP ) 0
1
4
GMN 0
1
16
(D − 2)


(4.2)
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Of course the same relations hold for the dual background ω˜ and we have
β¯ω˜A =MAB[ω˜]
δS[ω˜]
δω˜B
. (4.3)
Suppose that we have
S[ω˜] = A[ω]S[ω] where S[ω] =
√
G exp(−2ϕ)L[ω] , S[ω˜] =
√
G˜ exp(−2ϕ˜)L[ω˜] (4.4)
then, using a chain rule and the expressions (4.1, 4.3), we deduce that
β¯ω˜A =MAB[ω˜]
δA[ω]
δω˜B
S[ω] + A[ω]MAB[ω˜]
δωC
δω˜B
MCD[ω˜]β¯ωD (4.5)
where MCD[ω˜] denotes the inverse matrix of MAB[ω˜]. This last expression is comparable
to (3.9) if one has
δA
δω˜
= 0 , A[ω]MAB[ω˜]
δωC
δω˜B
MCD[ω˜] =
δω˜A
δωD
. (4.6)
Our aim is therefore to show that equations (4.4) and (4.6) are indeed satisfied. This will
be our task in this section.
We start by proving that equation (4.4) is fulfilled. One cannot check this at the
level of the reduced expressions as given in the previous section. This is due to the fact
that in computing those reduced terms, we have thrown away some expressions whose
transformed counterparts are non zero. For instance, we have, in the original effective
action Γ[ω], terms such as ∂iϕ(x), which obviously vanish. However, the equivalent term
in the dual effective action Γ[ω˜] is ∂iϕ˜(x, y), which is different from zero. This situation is
to be contrasted with Abelian T-duality, where the original backgrounds and their duals
are both independent of the coordinates yi. Hence the above problem is not encountered
in the Abelian case. In order to avoid this potential source of errors, one is forced to
work with a string effective action where the dependence on the coordinates xµ and yi is
not a priori specified. The particular coordinate dependence of the backgrounds is made
explicit only once the duality transformations are carried out.
Checking that S[ω˜] = A[ω]S[ω] is a tremendous task. Here, we will give a highlight of
the calculations and leave the details for the appendix. Moreover, we will write down only
the expressions corresponding to the original effective action Γ[ω]. Those corresponding
to the dual effective action Γ[ω˜] are simply obtained by replacing each tensor by a tilded
one: its T-duality transformed tensor as given in (2.16). The Kaluza-Klein decomposition
of the metric GMN yields the Ricci scalar
4
R(G) = R(g)
+{hikhjl∂i∂jhkl − hijhkl∂i∂jhkl
−1
2
hirhjlhks∂ihjk∂lhrs +
3
4
hilhjrhks∂ihjk∂lhrs
−hijhkrhls∂ihjk∂lhrs − 1
4
hilhjkhrs∂ihjk∂lhrs + h
ijhklhrs∂ihjk∂lhrs}
4We have used the package Ricci, developped by J.M. Lee, to perform most of the calculations here.
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+gµν{(−hij∇µ∇νhij + 3
4
hikhjl∇µhij∇νhkl − 1
4
hijhkl∇µhij∇νhkl)
+(2∂i∇µV iν + hik∂iV jν∇µhjk + 2hjkV iµ∇ν∂ihjk + hjk∂ihjk∇µV iν
+hjk∂iV
i
µ∇νhjk −
3
2
hjlhkrV iµ∇νhlr∂ihjk +
1
2
hjkhlrV iµ∇νhlr∂ihjk)
+(−2V jµ ∂i∂jV jν −
1
2
∂iV
j
µ ∂jV
i
ν − ∂iV iµ∂jV jν −
1
2
hikhjl∂iV
j
µ ∂kV
l
ν
−hilV kµ ∂iV jν ∂khjl − hklV iµ∂iV jν ∂jhkl − hklV jµ ∂iV iν∂jhkl
−hklV iµV jν ∂i∂jhkl −
1
2
hirhksV jµV
l
ν∂ihjk∂lhrs +
1
2
hjlhksV iµV
r
ν ∂ihjk∂lhrs
+
3
4
hjrhksV iµV
l
ν∂ihjk∂lhrs −
1
4
hjkhrsV iµV
l
ν∂ihjk∂lhrs)}
−1
4
gµρgνλhij(V
i
µν − F iµν)(V jρλ − F jρλ) (4.7)
with the definitions
V iµν = ∂µV
i
ν − ∂νV iµ and F iµν = V kµ ∂kV iν − V kν ∂kV iµ . (4.8)
The terms have been assembled according to the number of factors of gµν and the number
of factors of V iµ. This separation of terms will serve as a guide in our calculation. Since
gµν is T-duality invariant then R(g) is obviously invariant too.
Let us turn our attention now to the dilatonic contribution. In Abelian duality it
is convenient to reparametrize the dilaton in a T-duality invariant manner [23]. This
simplifies greatly the calculations. Unfortunately this happens to be impossible here due
to the transformation properties of the internal metric hij . The best we can do is to
reparametrize the dilaton as
ϕ(x) = ψ(x, y) + θ(x, y). (4.9)
where we define θ = 1
4
ln det hij . Under duality transformations, we have ϕ → ϕ˜ =
ϕ − 1
4
ln detS + 1
4
ln det S¯ and θ → θ˜ = 1
4
ln det S¯. We deduce therefore the following
transformation for ψ
ψ → ψ˜(x) = ψ(x, y) + 1
2
ln det e(y) . (4.10)
This new scalar field ψ has an interesting property: its dual depends only on x (this can
be seen by replacing, in the last expression, ψ by ϕ− θ). Using the decomposition (4.9),
the dialtonic contribution to the original effective action is
4GMN(∇M∂Nϕ− ∂Mϕ∂Nϕ) = 4[Gµν∂µ∂νψ −Gµν∂µψ∂νψ
+2Gµi∂i∂µψ −GMNΓλMN∂λψ
−2Gµi∂µψ∂iψ − 2GµM∂µψ∂Mθ
+Gij∂i∂jψ +G
MN∂M∂Nθ
−GMNΓiMN∂iψ −GMNΓPMN∂P θ
−Gij∂iψ∂jψ − 2GiM∂iψ∂Mθ
−GMN∂Mθ∂Nθ] . (4.11)
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The following expressions for the Christoffel symbols are useful
GMNΓλMN(G) = g
µνΓλµν(g) + g
λα[(−1
2
hij∇αhij) + (∂iV iα +
1
2
V kα h
ij∂khij)] (4.12)
GMNΓkMN(G) = (h
ijhkl∂ihjl − 1
2
hikhjl∂ihjl) + g
αβ(∇αV kβ +
1
2
V kβ h
ij∇αhij)
+gαβ[−∂i(V iαV kβ )−
1
2
V iαV
k
β h
jl∂ihjl] (4.13)
The contribution coming from the torsion term, H2, is determined next. The expres-
sions in (3.16) together with the decomposition (2.13) lead to
hijk = ∂ibjk + c.p. (4.14)
hµij = (∂µbij) + (−V kµ ∂kbij + {∂jb′µi + (∂jV kµ )bki − (i↔ j)}) (4.15)
hµνi = (b
′
µνi + V
k
µνbki) + ([V
k
µ b
′
iνk − (µ↔ ν)]−
1
2
∂iUµν − F kµνbki) (4.16)
hµνρ = (∂ρbµν) + (−V kρ ∂kbµν) +
1
2
(V kµρb
′
νk + b
′
µρkV
k
ν )
+
1
2
(F kρµb
′
νk + V
k
ρ V
l
µb
′
lνk) + c.p. (4.17)
where we have defined
b′µi = bµi − V kµ bki
b′µρi = ∂µb
′
ρi − ∂ρb′µi
b′iρj = ∂ib
′
ρj − ∂jb′ρi
Uµν = V
k
µ b
′
νk − V kν b′µk . (4.18)
The introduction of these new tensors is motivated by their simplified T-duality transfor-
mation rules, as seen below. In terms of these tensors we have
− 1
12
HMNPH
MNP = {+1
2
hkmhilhjn∂kbij∂lbmn − 1
4
hklhimhjn∂kbij∂lbmn}
+gµνhimhjn{(∂µbij∂mb′νn + ∂µbij∂mV kν bkn
+
1
2
∂µbijV
k
ν ∂kbmn)
+(−1
4
V kµ V
l
ν∂kbij∂lbmn − V lµ∂lbij∂mV kν bkn
−V lµ∂lbmn∂ib′νj −
1
2
∂mV
l
µbln[∂iV
k
ν bkj − (i↔ j)]
−∂mV kµ bkn[∂ib′νj − (i↔ j)]
−1
2
∂mb
′
µn[∂ib
′
νj − (i↔ j)])}
−1
4
gµρgνλhij(h
(1)
µνi + h
(2)
µνi)(h
(1)
ρλj + h
(2)
ρλj)
− 1
12
gµαgνβgργhµνρhαβγ (4.19)
where we have defined
h
(1)
µνi = b
′
µνi + V
k
µνbki , h
(2)
µνi = [V
k
µ b
′
iνk − (µ↔ ν)]−
1
2
∂iUµν − F kµνbki . (4.20)
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The terms of (4.19) have been also written according to the number of factors of gµν , V
i
µ
and bµi.
Having listed the different contributions to L[ω] and L[ω˜], we are in a position to
compare them. The easiest part to start with is the dilatonic contribution involving the
field ψ in both actions. As a consequence of (4.10), we have ∂µψ˜ = ∂µψ. Notice that
∂µψ and ∂µψ˜ can only come from the dilatonic parts of the two actions. Therefore, by
identifying these terms in the two actions using (4.11), we must have
Gµν∂µ∂νψ −Gµν∂µψ∂νψ + 2Gµi∂i∂µψ −GMNΓλMN∂λψ − 2Gµi∂µψ∂iψ − 2GµM∂µψ∂Mθ =
G˜µν∂µ∂νψ˜ − G˜µν∂µψ˜∂νψ˜ + 2G˜µi∂i∂µψ˜ − G˜MN Γ˜λMN∂λψ˜ − 2G˜µi∂µψ˜∂iψ˜ − 2G˜µM∂µψ˜∂M θ˜(4.21)
The first two terms on each side of this equality are equal since Gµν = G˜µν = gµν . The
third term on each side vanishes due to the particular dependence on xµ and yi of ψ and
ψ˜. An explicit calculation of the remaining terms leads to
1
2
V kσ h
ij∂khij + ∂kV
k
σ = ∂kV˜
k
σ . (4.22)
Using the explicit form of V˜ kσ , as given in (2.16), we find that this last equation is satisfied
only when
V kσ e
b
kf
a
ab = 0 (4.23)
This equation holds if the isometry Lie algebra is such that faab = 0, as is the case for semi-
simple Lie algebras. This observation agrees with the conclusions reached in [12, 14, 18, 19]
for the quantum validity of non-Abelian T-duality transformations. However, the terms
containing faab contain always V
k
σ at the same time. Therefore, for a block-diagonal metric
with V kσ = 0 the above equation is also satisfied. This particular case will be discussed in
an example based on a Bianchi-type metric in the next section.
The other particular terms to consider in comparing Γ[ω] and Γ[ω˜] are the contributions
involving three factors of gµν . These are found in the expressions ofH2 and H˜2. According
to (4.19), we must have
gµαgνβgργhµνρhαβγ = g˜
µαg˜νβg˜ργh˜µνρh˜αβγ . (4.24)
Since gµν = g˜µν , we must have
hµνρ = h˜µνρ . (4.25)
We have checked, using the list of transformations given in the appendix, that this is
indeed the case.
The comparison of the remaining terms in L[ω] and L[ω˜] is organised according to the
following pattern: If we look at the transformations (2.16), we note two important prop-
erties. First, since the reduced metric gµν is invariant, the terms in the two Lagrangians
with the same number of factors of gµν must be equal. Moreover, V˜ iµ and b˜µi contain
one V iµ and one bµi factors. Therefore, the terms in L[ω˜], consisting of n factors of V˜
i
µ
and m factors of b˜µi can only be compared with terms in L[ω] containing n
′ factors of
V˜ iµ and m
′ factors of b˜µi, such that n
′ + m′ = n + m. Using this criterion as a guiding
principle, we have explicitly checked that L[ω˜] = L[ω]. We have listed in an appendix the
transformations of all the terms.
Having shown that S[ω˜] = A[ω]S[ω], with A[ω] = 1/ det e, we can now turn our
attention to proving the relations in (4.6). It is clear that δA[ω]
δω˜B
= δA[ω]
δωA
δωA
δω˜B
= 0. In order
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to deal with the second equation in (4.6), let us start by showing that all the matrices
involved there are well defined. The right hand side requires the computation of δω˜A
δωB
. For
this, one needs to compute the variations δSab and δAab. Using the key relations (2.10),
we find
δS¯ab
δScd
= −1
2
[S¯acS¯db + A¯acA¯db + (c↔ d)]
δS¯ab
δAcd
= −1
2
[S¯acA¯db + A¯acS¯db − (c↔ d)]
δA¯ab
δScd
= −1
2
[S¯acA¯db + A¯acS¯db + (c↔ d)]
δA¯ab
δAcd
= −1
2
[S¯acS¯db + A¯acA¯db − (c↔ d)] . (4.26)
These expressions, together with
δea
i
δωA
= 0, and the duality transformations (2.8) yield the
different components of δω˜A
δωB
. These are set forth in the appendix.
The matrix MCD[ω], inverse of MAB[ω], is computed from the variation of the action,
where δS[ω]
δωC
=MCD[ω]β¯ωD and is given by
MCD[ω] = −
√
G exp(−2ϕ)×

1
2
(GMPGNQ +GMQGNP −GMNGPQ) 0 2GPQ
0 1
2
(GMPGNQ −GMQGNP ) 0
2GMN 0 8


On the other hand, the computation of δωC
δω˜B
requires the inversion of the duality trans-
formations. The original string backgrounds can expressed in terms of the dual ones as
follows
Gµν = G˜µν − Sabηaiηbj(G˜µiG˜νj − B˜µiB˜νj) + Aabηaiηbj(G˜µiB˜νj − B˜µiG˜νj)
Bµν = B˜µν −Aabηaiηbj(G˜µiG˜νj − B˜µiB˜νj) + Sabηaiηbj(G˜µiB˜νj − B˜µiG˜νj)
Gµi = −(G˜µkηkaAab + B˜µkηkaSab)ebi
Bµi = −(G˜µkηkaSab + B˜µkηkaAab)ebi
Gij = e
a
i Sabe
b
j
Bij = e
a
iAabe
b
j − ykηkcf cabeai ebj
ϕ = ϕ˜− 1
2
ln det(S¯ab + A¯ab) .
(4.27)
The different functionnal derivatives are then calculated in a similar way to those of δω˜A
δωB
(recall that δ
δω˜B
(ykηkcf
c
abe
a
i e
b
j) = 0).
Since the inverses of the matrices MAB[ω] and
δωA
δω˜B
exist, the second relation in (4.6)
can be put in the form
A[ω]MAB[ω˜] =
δω˜A
δωC
MCD[ω]
δω˜D
δωB
(4.28)
Using the explicit form of MAB[ω] in (4.28) and the expressions of
δω˜A
δωB
given in the
appendix, we have checked that the above equation is indeed satisfied. Let us just give an
example of how this works. The (G˜ij, ϕ˜) component of the left hand side equation (4.28)
is
A[ω]MG˜ij ,ϕ˜ = −
1
4 det e
√
G˜ exp(−2ϕ˜)
G˜ij (4.29)
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while the left hand side is written as
δG˜ij
δGmn
MGmn,ϕ
δϕ˜
δϕ
+
δG˜ij
δGmn
MGmn,Gpq
δϕ˜
δGpq
+
δG˜ij
δBmn
MBmn,Bpq
δϕ˜
δBpq
(4.30)
where
MGmn,ϕ = −
1
4
√
G exp(−2ϕ)Gmn
MGmn,Gpq = −
1
2
√
G exp(−2ϕ)(GmpGnq +GmqGnp)
MBmn,Bpq = −
1
2
√
G exp(−2ϕ)(GmpGnq −GmqGnp) . (4.31)
With the help of the functionnal derivatives of the appendix, one verifies that the two
sides are equal. This is also the case for all the other components of (4.28).
5 Explicit examples
In this section we study two examples regarding the relationship between the original
effective action and its dual. The first is a model based on the isometry algebra SU(2).
We consider the sigma model given by following action [17]
S =
∫
d2σ
{
f(x)∂µx∂
µx+ h(x)Tr
[(
g−1∂µg
) (
g−1∂µg
)]}
(5.1)
where g is an element of the Lie group SU(2) and f(x) and h(x) are arbitrary functions.
We take the elements of SU(2) to be parametrized by the Euler angles yi = (u, v, w)
g = exp(iuτ3) exp(ivτ1) exp(iwτ3) (5.2)
where τi = σi/2 with σi the Pauli matrices. The only non-vanishing background field is
the metric and it is given by
GMN =
(
f(x) 0
0 hij(x, y)
)
(5.3)
with
hij(x, y) = h(x)

 1 0 cos(v)0 1 0
cos(v) 0 1

 . (5.4)
The vielbeins are given by
eai (y) =

 sin(v) sin(w) cos(w) 0− sin(v) cos(w) sin(w) 0
cos(v) 0 1

 (5.5)
where the index a numbers the rows of this matrix.
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The objects of the previous sections needed here are Sab(x) = h(x)δab and ηiaf
a
bc = εibc
with ε123 = 1. These allow the determination of S¯
ab and A¯ab. The effective action
corresponding to this sigma model is found to be given by
Γ[ω] =
∫
dxd3y
√
GR(G)
=
3
2
∫
dxdudvdw |sin(v)| f− 32h 12
(
f 2 − 2f d
2h
dx2
+
df
dx
dh
dx
)
. (5.6)
Notice that one can perform the integration over the internal coordinates and obtain the
internal volume v =
∫
dudvdw |sin(v)|. The dual background fields are computed from
the duality transformations (2.16). This yields the following metric, antisymmetric tensor
and dilaton
G˜MN =
1
hD


f 0 0 0
0 h2 + u2 uv uw
0 vu h2 + v2 vw
0 wu wv h2 + w2


B˜MN =
1
D


0 0 0 0
0 0 −w v
0 w 0 −u
0 −v u 0


ϕ˜ = −1
2
ln(detMab) = −1
2
ln(hD) . (5.7)
where D = h2 + u2 + v2 + w2. Using these expressions one can see by direct calculations
that the T-dual effective action is given by
Γ[ω˜] =
∫
dxd3y
√
G˜ exp(−2ϕ˜)
{
R˜− 1
12
H˜2 + 4
(
∇˜∂˜ϕ˜− (∂˜ϕ˜)2
)}
=
∫
dxdudvdwf−
3
2h
1
2
(
f 2 − 2f d
2h
dx2
+
df
dx
dh
dx
)
. (5.8)
Similarly, the volume element of the internal space in the dual theory is v˜ =
∫
dudvdw.
Therefore, the two reduced effective actions Γ[ω] and Γ[ω˜] are equal up to an overall
factor.
Our second example is based on a Bianchi V type metric. This example was first
analysed in [24] where the authors found that the β¯-functions of the original model and
its dual are not equivalent. The original model is characterized by
GMN = diag(−f(x), a2(x), a2(x)e−2u, a2(x)e−2u) , BMN = ϕ = 0 (5.9)
where the coordinates are such that zM = (x, yi) = (x, u, v, w). The vielbeins of the
Bianchi V metric are
eai = diag(1, e
−u, e−u) (5.10)
and the non-vanishing structure constants corresponding to the isometry group are
f 212 = −f 221 = f 313 = −f 331 = 1 . (5.11)
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This example is particularly interesting as faab is different from zero, while V
i
µ is zero.
Therefore equation (4.23) is satisfied and we expect the equality of the reduced effective
actions. We will see that this is the case here. However some complications arise at the
level of the equations of motion (the β¯-function equations). By a similar method to the
one used in the SU(2) example, the dual backgrounds are given by
G˜MN =


−f 0 0 0
0 a4/D 0 0
0 0 (a4 + w2)/D −vw/D
0 0 −vw/D (a4 + v2)/D


B˜MN =


0 0 0 0
0 0 −a2v/D −a2w/D
0 a2v/D 0 0
0 a2w/D 0 0


ϕ˜ = −1
2
ln(D) (5.12)
where D = a2(x) (a4(x) + v2 + w2). With these original and dual backgrounds, the cor-
responding effective actions are
Γ[ω] = 3
∫
dxdudvdwe−2uf−
1
2a
(
f
d2a2
dx2
− ada
dx
df
dx
− 2f 2
)
Γ[ω˜] = 3
∫
dxdudvdwf−
1
2a
(
f
d2a2
dx2
− ada
dx
df
dx
− 2f 2
)
. (5.13)
We have then proportionality between the reduced effective actions. However, this
does not mean that the β¯-functions are related according to (3.9). Notice that although
L[ω] = L[ω˜], one does not, in general, have L[ω+δω] = L[ω˜+δω˜]. The difference between
L[ω + δω] and L[ω˜ + δω˜] always involves terms containing faabe
a
i δV
i
µ. Clearly, these terms
vanish only when faab = 0. This is why the beta functions of the original and dual theories
cannot be related by (3.9) in this case. This explains the conclusions reached in [24] for
the particular case f(x) = 1 and a(x) = x.
6 Discussion
We have analysed in this paper the effects of non-Abelian T-duality transformations
on the Weyl anomaly coefficients of the two-dimensional non-linear sigma model. This
analysis is carried out at the level of the corresponding string effective action. A suitable
reparametrization of the string backgrounds, in which the duality transformations take a
simple form, is found. In this reparametrization the dual backgrounds are of the same
global form as the original ones. By an explicit computation, we show that the Lagrangian
of the original string effective action is proportional to that of the dual string effective
action. Using then the connection between the β¯-functions of the non-linear sigma model
and the equations of motion of the string effective action, we give a functional relation
between the Weyl anomaly coefficients of the original two-dimensional theory and their
counterparts in the dual one. This is precisely the relation found in [17] through path
integral considerations.
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A natural question arises now regarding the invertibility of the non-Abelian duality
transformations. At the level of the non-linear sigma model, it is well known that these
are not invertible, as the dual model does not possess any isometries which allow one
to go back to the original theory [14]. However, when dealing with the string effective
action, one can consider the transformations (2.8) in their own right, regardless of their
two-dimensional origin. This is indeed what happens in the Abelian case [23]. Let us
therefore examine this important question. In order to recover the diagonal part of the
metric of the original theory, namely hij , from the dual one, that is h˜ij , we must impose
the following duality transformations
S¯cd → ηcieaiSabebjηjd
Scd → ηciEiaS¯abEjbηjd
eai → ηibebkηka
Eia → ηibEkb ηka (6.1)
This results in the chain of duality transformations hij → h˜ij = ηiaS¯abηbj → h˜ij = eai Sabebj .
However, these transformations for Sab and S¯ab must preserve the relations (2.10). This
requires that Aab and A¯ab must transform as
A¯cd → ηcieaiAabebjηjd
Acd → ηciEiaA¯abEjbηjd (6.2)
Using the above duality transformation we automatically get
Gµi → −(GµkEkaA¯ab +BµkEka S¯ab)ηbi → Gµi
Bµi → −(GµkEka S¯ab +BµkEka A¯ab)ηbi → Bµi
Gµν → G˜µν → Gµν
Bµν → B˜µν → Bµν (6.3)
So far, all this seems to work quite well but two problems arise: Firstly, the only require-
ment left for the duality transformation to be invertible is
bij = e
a
i vabe
b
j → ηiaA¯abηbj → bij (6.4)
Combining this requirement with the above transformation of Aab = vab+y
kηkcf
c
ab, implies
the strange transformation relation
ykηkcf
c
abe
a
i e
b
j → 0→ ykηkcf cabeai ebj (6.5)
Secondly, using the transformations in (6.1), we deduce the following chain of transfor-
mations for the dilaton
ϕ→ ϕ+ 1
4
(
det S¯ − detS
)
→ ϕ+ ln det e (6.6)
Therefore, one cannot recover the original dilaton. It is only in the Abelian case that
these two problems do not arise (fabc = 0 and det e = 1) and the duality transformations
are indeed invertible.
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Our results could be of interest in cosmological models based on the string effective
action. This is due to the fact that most of the relevant models in cosmology, exhibit non-
Abelian rather than Abelian isometries. Thus, non-Abelian T-duality transformations
could be especially useful in the study of inflationary models derived from string theories.
This is in the same spirit as pre-big-bang inflation [27], where Abelian duality has proven
to be an essential tool.
Furthermore, our decomposition of the different string backgounds has allowed for an
explicit computation of the reduced string effective action. It is therefore natural to ask
if this reduced action presents other symmetries like the O (d, d) transformations of the
Abelian case. This is a crucial point which deserves further study. It is worth mentioning
that a decomposition, sharing some of the features presented here, has been used in
the context of massive supergravity theories [28]. The authors of that article show that
the reduced low enegy effective action of the heterotic string possesses an O (d, d + 16)
symmetry group. However, these transformations present two drawbacks. First, the
transformations involve the field strenght of the gauge fields coming from the Kaluza-
Klein decomposition of the metric. This means that these symmetries are non-local on
the basic fields. Secondly, the symmetry holds only when a transformation is associated
to the structure constants of the isometry Lie algebra.
There are obviously other subjects to be treated in this area. As our analyses are valid
only at the one-loop level, it is therefore desirable to examine what happens beyond this
leading order. The one-loop duality transformations must certainly be modified. This
could give an idea on how to correct the duality symmetry, loop by loop in perturbation
theory. Finally, one could extend the investigation to the case of Poisson-Lie duality. This
last point is currently under investigation.
Aknowledgments: We would like to thank Peter Forga´cs and Ian Jack for useful dis-
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A Useful Identities
In section 4 of this paper many quantities are redefined for the sake of their simple
duality transformations. In this appendix, we give the dual expressions corresponding to
these quantities. Before doing this, however, one needs other useful identities used in the
computation.
By applying a differential operator ∂ on both sides of the fundamental relations (2.10)
one finds
∂S¯ab = −∂Scd(SacSdb + AacAdb)− ∂Acd(SacAdb + AacSdb)
∂A¯ab = −∂Scd(SacAdb + AacSdb)− ∂Acd(SacSdb + AacAdb) . (A.1)
When ∂ acts on the coordinates xµ then we have ∂µAcd = ∂µvcd while when acting on the
coordinates yi we get ∂iScd = 0 and ∂iAcd = ηiaf
a
cd. To identify terms involving h
ij and
hij in the dual effective action, we use
eai (SacS¯
cdSdb − AacS¯cdAdb)ebj = eai Sabebj = hij
Eia(S¯
ab − A¯acScdA¯db)Ejb = EiaSabEjb = hij . (A.2)
Furthermore, the combinations V kµ e
a
k, bµkE
k
a and b
′
µkE
k
a are independant of y
i. Hence, we
have the following identities
∂iV
j
µ = V
k
µ e
a
k∂iE
j
a
∂ibµj = bµkE
k
a∂ie
a
j
∂ib
′
µj = b
′
µkE
k
a∂ie
a
j . (A.3)
Notice that the Jacobi identity together with the definition of Aab implies
Acdf
d
ab + Aadf
d
bc + Abdf
d
ca = vcdf
d
ab + c.p. (A.4)
The above identities lead to the following duality transformations
V˜ iµ = (V
l
µe
a
l y
kηkcf
c
ab − b′µlElb)ηbi
b˜′µi = −V mµ eamηai
b˜′µνi = −V mµνeamηai
b˜′iµj = 0
U˜µν = −Uµν − 2F kµνeakλa
V˜ iµρ = (V
k
µρe
a
kAace
c
m − h(1)µρm)Emb ηbi
h˜
(1)
µνi = −(V kµνeakSacS¯cb + h(1)µνkEka A¯ab)ηbi
F˜
i
µν = (F
k
µνe
a
kAabe
b
m + h
(2)
µνm)E
m
b η
bi
h˜
(2)
µνi = (F
k
µνe
a
kSacS¯
cb − h(2)µνkEkaA¯ab)ηbi . (A.5)
B Comparing the original and dual Lagrangians
As mentionned in the main body of the paper, the terms in L[ω] and L[ω˜] are organised
according to the number of factors of gµν and the number of factors of the gauge fields
V iµ, bµi. We will gather below these terms according to this criterion. The expressions
coming from the dual Lagrangian L[ω˜] are given on the right hand side of each equation.
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B.1 Order zero in gµν and zero in gauge fields
To this order one has to collect from the two Lagrangians the terms without gauge fields.
Many of the terms coming from the Ricci scalar cancel against terms from the dilatonic
part (note that this is the case for other orders as well). The dual expressions of the
remainig terms at this order are
4h˜ij∂i∂jψ˜ − 4h˜ij∂iψ˜∂jψ˜ + 4∂i(h˜ij∂jψ˜) = 0 ,
−∂i∂j h˜ij = −Sabf cadf dbc − Sabf ccaf ddb ,
1
2
h˜kmh˜ilh˜jn(∂kh˜ij∂lh˜mn − ∂k b˜ij∂lb˜mn) = 1
2
(Sabf cadf
d
bc + S
abAcgS
gfAehS
hdf cadf
e
bf ) ,
−1
4
h˜klh˜imh˜jn(∂kh˜ij∂lh˜mn + ∂k b˜ij∂lb˜mn) =
1
4
(Sab − AacScdAdb)(SeffafgSghf bhe)
Similarly, the corresponding expressions at the same order coming from the original La-
grangian can be easily extracted from the expressions given in the main text. The sums
of these terms in each Lagrangian are identical. This will be the case at each order as
well.
B.2 Order one in gµν and zero in gauge fields
−1
4
g˜µνh˜imh˜jn(∂µh˜ij∂ν h˜mn + ∂µb˜ij∂ν b˜mn) = −1
4
gµνSacSbd(∂µSab∂νScd + ∂µvab∂νvcd)
= −1
4
gµνhimhjn(∂µhij∂νhmn + ∂µbij∂νbnm)
B.3 Order one in gµν and one in gauge fields
To this order one must demand that
∂kV
αk − 2V αk∂kψ = 0 (B.1)
in order to get rid of the terms involving the field ψ. Note that this is equivalent to
imposing equation (4.23). The duals of the remaining terms at this order are
g˜αβ∂iV˜
j
β ∂αh˜jkh˜
ki + g˜αβh˜imh˜jn∂αh˜ij∂mV˜
k
β b˜kn
= gαβV iαe
a
i f
b
ac(S
cdAbeS
ef∂βAfd − Scd∂βSdb) ,
1
2
V˜ αkh˜imh˜jn∂αh˜ij∂kh˜mn +
1
2
g˜αβh˜imh˜jn∂αh˜ijV˜
k
β ∂k b˜mn
=
1
2
gµνV˜ iµS
abScd∂νAac∂iAbd ,
g˜αβh˜imh˜jn∂αh˜ij∂mb˜
′
βn = 0 (B.2)
B.4 Order one in gµν and two in gauge fields
− 1
2
g˜µν∂iV˜
j
µ ∂jV˜
i
ν = −
1
2
gµνV kµ e
a
kV
l
νe
b
lf
c
adf
d
bc
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−1
2
g˜µνh˜ikh˜jl∂iV˜
j
µ ∂kV˜
l
ν −
1
2
g˜µνh˜imh˜jn∂iV˜
l
µb˜lj(∂mV˜
k
ν b˜kn − (m↔ n))
= −1
2
gµνV kµ e
a
kV
l
νe
b
lf
c
aef
d
bf(Scd − AcgSghAhd)Sef
+
1
2
gµνV kµ e
a
kV
l
νe
b
lf
c
aef
d
bfAcgS
gfAdhS
he ,
−g˜µνh˜ilV˜ kµ ∂kh˜lj∂iV˜ jν − g˜µνh˜imh˜jnV˜ lµ∂lb˜ij∂mV˜ kν b˜kn
= gµνScdSef(b′µkE
k
aV
l
νe
b
lf
a
cef
g
bfAgd
+V kµ e
a
kV
l
νe
b
ly
iηijf
j
agf
g
deAchf
h
bf ) ,
−1
4
V˜ iµV˜
j
ν h˜
mphnq∂ih˜mn∂j h˜pq − 1
4
g˜µνh˜imh˜jnV˜ kµ V˜
l
ν∂k b˜ij∂lb˜mn
= −1
4
gµνSacSbdb′µiE
i
ef
e
abb
′
νjE
j
ff
f
cd
−gµνScdSefb′µkEkaV lνeblfacef gbfyiηijf jgd
−1
4
gµνScdSefV kµ e
a
kV
l
νe
b
ly
pηpqf
q
agf
g
cey
iηijf
j
bhf
h
df ,
g˜µνh˜imh˜jnV˜ lµ∂lb˜mn∂ib˜
′
νj = 0
g˜µνh˜imh˜jn∂mV˜
k
ν b˜kn(∂ib˜
′
νj − (i↔ j)) = 0
−1
2
g˜µνh˜imh˜jn∂ib˜
′
µj(∂mb˜
′
νn − (m↔ n)) = 0 (B.3)
B.5 Order two in gµν
Here we can treat at the same time order two, three and four in the gauge fields. Using
the transformations (A.5) and the relations (A.2) we can easily show that
h˜ij(V˜
i
µν − F˜
i
µν)(V˜
j
λσ − F˜
j
λσ) + h˜
ij(h˜
(1)
µνi + h˜
(2)
µνi)(h˜
(1)
λσj + h˜
(2)
λσj)
= (V iµν − F iµν)eai (SacS¯cdSdb − AacS¯cdAdb)ebj(V jλσ − F jλσ)
+(h
(1)
µνi + h
(2)
µνi)E
i
a(S¯
ab − A¯acScdA¯db)Ejb (h(1)λσj + h(2)λσj)
= hij(V
i
µν − F iµν)(V jλσ − F jλσ) + hij(h(1)µνi + h(2)µνi)(h(1)λσj + h(2)λσj)
B.6 Order three in gµν: the invariance of hµνρ
Starting from the definition of hµνρ given in (3.16) and using the decomposition (2.13)
one can show that
hµνρ = ∂ρbµν − V kρ ∂kbµν +
1
2
(V kµρb
′
νk + b
′
µρkV
k
ν ) +
1
2
(F kρµb
′
νl + V
k
ρ V
l
µb
′
lνk) + c.p. (B.4)
Now using the transformations (A.5) and the key relations (2.10) we find that
1
2
(V˜ kµρb˜
′
νk + b˜
′
µρkV˜
k
ν ) + c.p. =
1
2
(V kµρb
′
νk + b
′
µρkV
k
ν ) + c.p.
1
2
(F˜
k
ρµb˜
′
νk + V˜
k
ρ V˜
l
µb˜
′
lνk) + c.p. =
1
2
(F kρµb
′
νk + V
k
ρ V
l
µb
′
lνk) + c.p.
Moreover, the term bµν is invariant and independant of y
i. All this applied to the decom-
position (B.4) proves the invariance of hµνρ under non-Abelian T-duality.
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C Functional derivatives
Here, we list the non-vanishing components of δω˜A
δωB
. These are needed to prove equation
(4.28). With the two definitions
Y nµ = (GµiE
i
aS¯
ab +BµiE
i
aA¯
ab)Enb
Znµ = (BµiE
i
aS¯
ab +GµiE
i
aA¯
ab)Enb (C.1)
we have
δG˜µν
δGλσ
=
1
2
[δλµδ
σ
ν + (µ↔ ν)]
δG˜µν
δGλn
= −[Y nµ δλν + (µ↔ ν)]
δG˜µν
δBλn
= [Znµδ
λ
ν + (µ↔ ν)]
δG˜µν
δGmn
=
1
2
{Y mµ Y nν − Zmµ Znν + (µ↔ ν)}
δG˜µν
δBmn
=
1
2
{Zmµ Y nν − Y mµ Znν − (µ↔ ν)}
δG˜µi
δGλn
= −δλµEna A¯abηbi
=
δB¯µi
δBλn
δG˜µi
δBλn
= −δλµEna S¯abηbi
=
δB¯µi
δGλn
δG˜µi
δGmn
=
1
2
{Zmµ Enc S¯cdηdi + Y mµ Enc A¯cdηdi + (m↔ n)}
δG˜µi
δBmn
=
1
2
{Y mµ Enc S¯cdηdi + Zmµ Enc A¯cdηdi − (m↔ n)}
δG˜ij
δGmn
= −1
2
{ηia[S¯abEmb Enc S¯cd + A¯abEmb Enc A¯cd]ηdj + (m↔ n)}
δG˜ij
δBmn
= −1
2
{ηia[S¯abEmb Enc A¯cd + A¯abEmb Enc S¯cd]ηdj − (m↔ n)}
δϕ˜
δBmn
= −1
2
Ema S¯
abEnb
δB˜µν
δBλσ
=
1
2
[δλµδ
σ
ν − (µ↔ ν)]
δB˜µν
δGλn
= −[Znµδλν − (µ↔ ν)]
δB˜µν
δBλn
= [Y nµ δ
λ
ν − (µ↔ ν)]
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δB˜µν
δBmn
=
1
2
{Y mµ Y nν − Zmµ Znν − (µ↔ ν)}
δB˜µν
δGmn
=
1
2
{Zmµ Y nν − Y mµ Znν − (µ↔ ν)}
δB˜µi
δBmn
=
1
2
{Zmµ Enc S¯cdηdi + Y mµ Enc A¯cdηdi − (m↔ n)}
δB˜µi
δGmn
=
1
2
{Y mµ Enc S¯cdηdi + Zmµ Enc A¯cdηdi + (m↔ n)}
δB˜ij
δBmn
= −1
2
{ηia[S¯abEmb Enc S¯cd + A¯abEmb Enc A¯cd]ηdj − (m↔ n)}
δB˜ij
δGmn
= −1
2
{ηia[S¯abEmb Enc A¯cd + A¯abEmb Enc S¯cd]ηdj + (m↔ n)}
δϕ˜
δBmn
=
1
2
Ema A¯
abEnb
δϕ˜
δϕ
= 1 . (C.2)
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